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Carey K Morewedge

Object ownership changes how people perceive objects and self through psychological ownership — the feeling that a thing is MINE. Psychological ownership usually tracks legal ownership, but the two can and do diverge. In this integrative review, I propose a dual-process model of psychological ownership. Antecedents of psychological ownership form self-object associations prompting an implicit inference of psychological ownership, which can then be accepted, corrected, or rejected by explicit judgments. The model explains cases where psychological ownership and legal ownership conflict and predicts psychological ownership felt in a variety of relationships between people and objects, including objects they legally own and use, objects they use but do not legally own, and objects they legally own but do not use.
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Ownership — whether an object is MINE or NOT MINE — is both a legal and psychological question. Ownership can sometimes be tricky to distinguish even in traditional markets where people own most of the objects they use (e.g. who has a claim to a theory, organization, social movement, or neighborhood?). Technological innovations such as platform markets, access-based consumption, and artificial intelligence further complicate this distinction as they make relationships between people and objects more varied [e.g. who has a claim to an experiential, digital, or autonomous good?] [1**]. Property law guides judgments of ownership in courts of law, but psychological inferences guide judgments of what is MINE and what is NOT MINE in mind [2,3**]. In this integrative review of psychological ownership, I propose that it is determined through a corrective dual-process model. Implicit intuitive judgments of psychological ownership can be accepted, rejected, or corrected by explicit deliberative judgments. The model reconciles conflicts between legal and psychological ownership and predicts when psychological ownership will be felt in a variety of relationships between persons and objects, including for objects people own and use, objects people use but do not own, and objects people own but do not use.

Legal and psychological ownership

Legal ownership
Legal ownership of an object is generally attributed to the person or organization that possesses a ‘bundle’ of property rights, such as the rights to (i) use the object and exclude others from its use, (ii) profit from the object, (iii) sell, modify, or dispose of the object, and to (iv) enforce and transfer those rights between agents [4]. All rights are typically transferred to the owner in traditional capitalist markets when private ownership of a good is acquired (e.g. buying a vinyl record, paperback book, or car).

Technology-mediated platform markets are replacing this private ownership model with fractional models of ownership, in domains ranging from clothing to digital media to real estate and transportation (e.g. Airbnb, Bird, Dropbox, Facebook, Instagram, Lyft, MS Office, Nook, Rent the Runway, Spotify, Twitter, Vrbo, YouTube). In fractional ownership models, people do not purchase the whole bundle of property rights to a good. With their money or attention or personal data, they selectively purchase a subset or fraction of those property rights. In many fractional models, people purchase access — a temporary usage right — to consume a good or service owned by others and shared with many [5]. Examples include streaming a digital song, purchasing an electronic book, or contracting a car and driver to drive one to the airport. Of course, access-based consumption is not entirely new. Various forms of cooperative and collective access-based consumption certainly existed before (e.g. library books, kibbutzim). The rise of technology-mediated platform markets is enabling its rapid diffusion throughout economies and societies, making common a variety of legal relationships between people and the objects they use, from borrowing to using, streaming, sharing, and renting [1***].

Psychological ownership

Psychological ownership of an object is the inference or feeling that the object is MINE [6]. A sufficient condition is when the object is perceived as an extension of the self [7,8]. An object toward which many people feel ownership evokes collective psychological ownership — the feeling that a thing is OURS (e.g. an article or neighborhood) [9].
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As people can legally own intellectual and physical property, so can people feel psychological ownership for a variety of abstract, experiential, and material objects, from ideas and rights, from their labor to organizations, from their home to common household goods \[2,3^{*},10^{*}\]. Psychological ownership is not dichotomous. It experienced along a continuum. It varies across targets and persons \[8\]. Several psychological and organizational theories suggest that psychological ownership for objects arises from three antecedents identified by Sartre: perceived control, self-investment, and intimate knowledge \[11\].

Perceived control

Feeling one has control over an object’s use instantiates psychological ownership for it from early childhood through adulthood \[3^{*}\]. Physically controlling objects by touching and holding them instantiates psychological ownership \[12,13\]. Physical control can instantiate psychological ownership so quickly that people feel psychological ownership for an object they are currently using (which they do not own), but that feeling dissipates as soon as the object is returned to its legal owner \[14\]. Physical control is a particularly powerful ownership cue when one is the first to touch the object or has a high trait need for control \[2,15^{*}\]. Conversely, feeling that one lacks physical control over objects, as in the case of digital goods relative to physical goods, inhibits the development of psychological ownership for those objects \[15^{*}\]. Important for psychological ownership of artificial intelligence and future autonomous technologies, physically controlling a sentient thing is also a determinant of whether people believe it is owned (e.g. pets, robots) \[16^{*}\]. More abstract kinds of control can also serve as cues for psychological ownership, including choosing an object \[17\] and determining when, how, where, and at what rate it is used or consumed \[18\].

Self-investment

Fueled by Locke’s speculation that people own their own labor and feel they own what they produce \[7\], research has found that people feel greater psychological ownership for objects in which they invested resources such as their own time, labor, or money. People exhibit greater psychological ownership for a good if they have owned it for longer, invested their labor in its creation, or paid money for it \[3^{*},19,20,21^{*}\]. It is worth noting that control and self-investment are also grounds for legal ownership, as in the case of squatters’ rights (e.g. if one continuously possesses property for 20 years in Massachusetts, one can gain legal ownership of it).

Intimate knowledge

A third proposed antecedent of psychological ownership is developing an intimate knowledge of objects through a ‘living relationship’ with them \[6,22\]. Most evidence for this route is anecdotal. A better definition and more empirical support for this speculation are needed. Knowledge-driven ownership could be confounded with other factors associated with owning an object for a longer time, such as the considerable self-investment that lengthier ownership requires (e.g. maintenance and upkeep) \[23\], or meaningful memories and events that are more likely to become associated with objects that are owned longer (e.g. trips taken in a family car) \[24,25\]. Psychological ownership does increase with knowing a good longer, but it is established almost instantaneously, as shown in many laboratory demonstrations of the mere ownership and endowment effects.

A controversial stance taken here is that self-object congruity \[26\], shared meaningful associations between the object and the self, such as a hat and self both sharing a positive association with a baseball team (discussed in detail later), is more likely to be a unique antecedent of psychological ownership than intimate knowledge. Moreover, there is more empirical support that self-object congruity facilitates psychological ownership than support for intimate knowledge facilitating psychological ownership \[15^{*},26,27\].

Is psychological ownership a form of object attachment?

Object attachment has been suggested as a process underlying psychological ownership for objects \[28\], with attachment to the object defined as the emotional impact of losing or gaining it \[29–31\]. Indeed, feeling that an object is MINE creates more ownership and endowment effects—it enhances its psychological and economic value, respectively. People who legally own an object tend to like it more and think it is more valuable than people who do not \[2\]. While early infant-caregiver attachment processes provide a rhetorically useful analogy for feelings of psychological ownership and its value-enhancing effects, little evidence suggests that psychological ownership is scaffolded on or involves the intense neurobiological processes accompanying more prototypical attachment processes between human beings (e.g. parent and child) \[32\]. By contrast, much evidence suggests that explicit and implicit cognitive processes undergird psychological ownership and enhance object perception and value. Exploring whether more canonical forms of object attachment (e.g. attachment to ‘transitional objects’) relies on the cognitive processes involved in psychological ownership and whether attachment to objects is merely a substitute when human interaction is insufficient or unavailable \[33\], would be an exciting direction for future research.

Legal versus psychological ownership

Psychological ownership usually tracks legal ownership. People feel no more psychological ownership for goods they freely borrow than goods they evaluate \[21^{*}\]. They feel more psychological ownership for goods they pay to rent than borrow for free, and people feel the highest
levels of psychological ownership for goods that they own [21**]. However, psychological ownership also diverges from legal ownership in various common ways [34]. People are often wrong when asked which rights they have acquired when purchasing access-based goods. People overestimate the rights they have acquired when 'buying' digital books, for instance, when that exchange only gives them a non-transferable right to access and read those books through the provider’s platform [35]. People value their personal data and user-generated content, but the ownership they feel for their data and content is substantially influenced by how its sale or acquisition is framed [1**].

Conflicts between legal and psychological ownership are not limited to novel digital, experiential, access-based goods. People feel psychological ownership for familiar kinds of objects for which they hold no property rights, like an idea or neighborhood [36,37] and for goods owned by others in which they invested their labor [38]. They may feel psychological ownership for objects to which they have no more rights than do others (e.g. ‘their’ seat in a classroom, ‘their’ side of the bed). Conversely, people feel little psychological ownership for familiar goods they legally own, like companies in which they own stock and goods they intend to sell in the future [39,40]. I propose that these conflicts between legal and psychological ownership reflect a dual-process corrective model, in which implicit and explicit judgments are used to determine psychological ownership — what is MINE.

A dual process model of psychological ownership

I interpret these conflicts between legal and psychological ownership as tentative evidence that a dual-process or dual-system model underlies judgments of psychological ownership (Figure 1). Antecedents of psychological ownership create implicit associations between self and object, which give rise to an inference that the object is MINE (in System 1). This inference is then accepted, corrected, or rejected by controlled processes identified with rule-based explicit judgments (by System 2). As evidentiary support, I first review evidence of implicit and explicit processes involved in inferences of psychological ownership. I then review evidence suggesting that their relationship adheres to a corrective dual-process model, similar in structure to models used to explain attribute substitution, anchoring bias, and egocentric perspective taking [41].

Implicit psychological ownership

I propose when antecedents of psychological ownership are present, or an object is acquired, nodes in an associative memory network representing the self and the object are linked [42]. This self-object association undergirds the implicit impression or inference that the object is MINE. At least three related phenomena provide evidence of the role of such implicit associative processes in inferences of psychological ownership.

The first piece of evidence is the presence of a self-object congruity effect — if the self and owned object share an association, then the formation of a self-object association upon ownership is facilitated [26]. This effect follows a general property of associative models of memory, which posit that the spread of activation between nodes in associative memory (e.g. thoughts of one concept activating thoughts of another) is more likely when nodes have common properties or overlapping features [43]. Given a baseball hat, for instance, a Boston Red Sox fan should feel stronger psychological ownership if it is a ‘Red Sox’ hat than if it is a plain hat without a logo. The positive association between Boston Red Sox and self would facilitate a self-hat association (Figure 2, left). This facilitation effect is observed in cases where psychological ownership is stronger for objects congruent with the
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**Figure 1**

A dual-process correction model of psychological ownership. Antecedents of psychological ownership including perceived control, self-investment, object knowledge, and self-congruity evoke an implicit judgment of psychological ownership (i.e. a self-object association). This can then be accepted, corrected, or rejected by an explicit judgment (i.e. categorizing the object as owned or not owned) when people have the motivation, ability, and opportunity to consider their legal ownership status (e.g. property rights including control usage, profit, trade or destroy, transfer rights).
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Figure 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implicit Ownership (Facilitated)</th>
<th>Implicit Ownership (Inhibited)</th>
<th>Explicit Ownership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Implicit psychological ownership facilitated by self-object congruity. Here the object (a ‘Red Sox’ hat) is associated both with the self and a congruent associate (e.g. Boston Red Sox). 2Implicit psychological ownership inhibited by self-object incongruity. Here the object (a New York Yankees hat) is associated both with the self and an incongruent associate (e.g. New York Yankees). 3Explicit psychological ownership. Here the object (a hat) is consciously recategorized as included in the category, ‘owned,’ which is a subcategory of category of ‘self.’ Solid lines indicate conscious inferences; dashed lines indicate associations (black positive, red negative).

The second line of evidence stems from the self-referential memory effect people exhibit for owned objects. As expected by semantic facilitation effects in associative memory, people exhibit better memory for stimuli they own (or imagine owning), presumably because those stimuli become associated with the self. If people are shown a series of objects and asked to imagine owning some of them, for instance, they are more likely to accurately recall having seen the objects they imagined owning than the objects they imagined belonging to another person [44]. When thinking about owned objects in these tasks, participants also exhibit stronger activation in the MPFC, a brain area reliably associated with thinking about their own relative to others’ states, traits, and characteristics [45].

The third line of evidence that self-object associations underly psychological ownership stems from the extension of self-associations to objects that one owns and the extension of object-associations to the self [8,14]. The most robust example of such extensions from self to object is the mere ownership effect. People generally think positively of themselves, and the transfer of this positive association with the self to owned goods leads them to evaluate a good more positively if they own it than if they do not own it [28]. Its variance across persons and cultures provides further evidence for this associative explanation of the mere ownership effect. People with more positive implicit self-evaluations tend to show stronger mere ownership effects [46], and mere ownership effects are less prevalent in cultures in which self-enhancement is less prevalent (e.g. East Asian) [47]. Extensions from objects to self are observed in self-assessments. People are more likely to evaluate themselves as possessing traits consistent with objects if they choose those objects or receive the objects through inadvertent ownership [48].

Explicit psychological ownership

Explicit psychological ownership entails consciously categorizing an object as MINE [6], a category present in early childhood [3**]. Categorizing an object as MINE does not require legal ownership or physical possession of the object. Expecting to own the object and explicitly imagining that one owns it are sufficient. People who expect to own a good in the future exhibit signs of psychological ownership for it, and people who own a good they expect to sell do not [39,49]. In cognitive psychological experiments, psychological ownership is often instantiated by having people explicitly imagine placing an object in a basket that is theirs (e.g. ‘Put the ball in your basket’) [44,45].

This categorization is not binary (Figure 2, right). People do not feel psychological ownership for all objects they own (e.g. newspapers, magazines, and expired medicines). Categorizing all owned objects as mine indicates...
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The categorization of an object as mine is not limited to self-reports. It changes the framing, perception, evaluation, and consumption of the object. Owning an object changes the reference point from which it is viewed, from framing it as a thing to be gained to a thing to lose [2], which is amplified by having explicitly chosen it [17]. Categorizing an object as mine directs attention toward different (more positive) features of the object. This attentional shift is observed when people are asked to choose between the object and money or another good (‘Do you want to keep your mug or receive $5/that chocolate bar?’). Owners are more likely to attend to positive features of the owned object and negative features of the alternative than non-owners, which leads them to value it more in incentive-compatible economic transactions and makes them less likely to trade the object [2]. People consume more goods and services offered by a brand if they feel greater psychological ownership for that brand (e.g. music streaming, car rental) [51*].

Conflicts and correction

Considerable evidence suggests that these implicit and explicit routes for inferring psychological ownership are structured in a corrective dual-process model. More research is needed to test the model predictions directly, but it is supported by cases where implicit and explicit judgments stand in conflict, such as when people own self-incongruent objects with predominantly negative features (i.e. ‘bads’). In an experiment by Ye and Gawronski [26], participants were shown two pictures of snakes and given one by random assignment or by choice. Participants randomly assigned to receive one of the snake pictures did not exhibit a preference for their picture on a subsequent IAT, but participants who chose one of the two snake pictures exhibited an implicit preference for their picture (i.e. the value-enhancing mere ownership effect). In this and other studies, people given a bad did not exhibit the typical value-enhancing mere ownership effect for the bad — unless they explicitly chose it.

Other cases consistent with a correction model highlight how explicit consideration of legal ownership can modulate psychological ownership for an object when its antecedents are held constant. Whether people develop psychological ownership and an endowment effect for an object appears to be contingent not only on their present legal ownership status but also on whether they expect to legally own it in the future [157]. Participants given an object with a 90% chance of keeping it at the end of an experimental session were more likely to exhibit an endowment effect, for instance, for it than participants with a 10% chance of keeping the same object [49]. Professional traders who plan to sell an object in their possession are also less likely to exhibit an endowment effect for it than amateur hobbyists who do not assume they would sell it [39].

The model’s corrective nature — the propensity for explicit consideration of ownership status to overrule implicit inferences of ownership — is the key point of differentiation from other models of psychological ownership. Shu and Peck [31] propose, for example, that psychological ownership is accrued through two paths: (i) changes in affective reactions to an object and (ii) changes in the reference point used to evaluate it. These paths act as independent inputs, combining to determine an overall level of psychological ownership for an object. The predictions of their consolidative model and the proposed correction model of psychological ownership are very similar in cases where legal ownership and psychological ownership are traditionally aligned, as when people use goods that they own (e.g. a privately owned car). However, the correction model of psychological ownership makes different predictions for the psychological ownership that people will feel under two increasingly common conditions — when people use goods that they do not legally own, and when people legally own goods that they do not use.

The correction model of psychological ownership predicts that people will feel ownership of objects they use but do not legally own when (i) antecedents of psychological ownership are present, but (ii) users do not have the motivation, ability, or opportunity to consider their ownership status explicitly. In other words, if people are never motivated to consider whether they explicitly own a good that they are using, they may feel psychological ownership for goods that they do not legally own but for which they feel they have control, have invested time or other resources, or have used for a long duration. Examples of these include cloud-based email, data storage, social media accounts, and user-generated content (e.g. photographs, posts, playlists, reviews, video game characters), digital goods downloaded to personal devices (e.g. books, movies), their office at work, an idea, neighborhoods, homes with underwater mortgages, or their side of the bed. In contexts where their (non) ownership status is not salient or ambiguous, people are likely to physically and emotionally invest themselves in such objects to degrees that appear economically irrational. They may also experience territoriality and strong negative emotions when they lose access to those objects, or others use or modify the objects without their consent or permission [52,53]. Even minor infringements can evoke strong reactions.
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Apple faced a backlash in 2014 when it added a U2 album to users by adding it to their iTunes library without their consent. What was intended as a gift was perceived as a threat to psychological ownership (a reminder that Apple has rights to user libraries) [18]. If you would like to experience this firsthand tonight, ask your partner to switch sides of the bed.

The correction model predicts that people will not feel psychological ownership for objects that they legally own but do not use when (i) antecedents of psychological ownership are absent, and (ii) they do not have the motivation, ability, or opportunity to consider their ownership status explicitly. People may thus be willing to trade or give away rights for objects that lack traditional antecedents of psychological ownership for much less than they are worth (e.g. clean air, personal data, public land) unless the context prompts them to consider their ownership status explicitly [54,55]. This prediction suggests that policymakers and the law may need to develop consumer protections for these classes of objects (e.g. the General Data Protection Regulation), as firms or other actors could easily exploit such discordant cases of legal and psychological ownership.

Future directions

Technology-driven consumption changes are making common a variety of relationships between people and objects that make what is MINE and NOT MINE a challenging distinction [1**]. These relationships provide exciting new angles for exploring the antecedents, structure, and effects of psychological ownership—a construct that has endured across cultures throughout recorded history [3**]. Psychological and behavioral science research into psychological ownership can also make substantive contributions to consumer protection, law, and regulation in these areas by further illuminating when it conflicts with legal ownership in ways allowing consumers to be exploited.

I have proposed a new corrective model of psychological ownership here and call for future research to test its predictions across various relationships between people and objects. Of course, this model assumes that the structure of the construct is static. More work is needed to understand if, as relationships between people and objects that diverge from private ownership become more common, the cues and processes used to infer psychological ownership will change. Perhaps, changes in markets and mind will align the antecedents and processes used to determine psychological ownership more closely with the bundle of rights encompassing legal ownership.
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